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About This Game

Marvel Comics Super Heroes come to life in this Official Marvel role playing game with a unique Match 3 battle mechanic!

S.H.I.E.L.D. mishandles a powerful new resource called Iso-8, allowing the Super Villain Norman Osborn to take control of the
agency and replace it with H.A.M.M.E.R., unleashing his own power hungry agenda in The Dark Reign. Super Heroes and
Villains must unite in this match 3 RPG game to defeat Norman Osborn's rise to power and restore balance to the Marvel

Universe!

Create your own epic dream team using the strongest Super Heroes and the nastiest Super Villains! Play characters like Spider-
Man, Captain Marvel, Iron Man, and the Hulk as you battle your way to victory. Thor, Doctor Strange, Deadpool, and more

await! Assemble your team and get ready for the fight!

9.1 out of 10 “An intricately crafted, remarkably deep experience -- Marvel Puzzle Quest doesn’t merely meet the expectations
of its name, it exceeds them.” - IGN.com (Editors’ Choice Award)

FEATURES
★ Join a community of 15 million players worldwide!

★ Collect and upgrade over 185 of your favorite MARVEL Super Heroes and Super Villains to perfect your strategy and find
the winning combination to dominate your foes!

★ Battle to build up your powers, unlock new abilities, and find new Supports to craft the perfect team of Marvel Super Heroes
and take down your enemies!

★ Form alliances with your friends and use your collective power to fight other players in events and epic battles.
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★ Challenge your team of Super Heroes in exciting Player vs. Player Tournaments
★ Snag the top rank in Tournaments, Alliances, and Season Play for new character rewards and other prizes!

★ New events, features and tournaments direct from the Marvel Universe
★ Exclusively written by Marvel’s Frank Tieri (Iron Man, Wolverine, Weapon X) and Alex Irvine (Iron Man: The Rapture,

Daredevil Noir)

COLLECT & UPGRADE HEROES TO GAIN REWARDS!
Harness the power of Iso-8 to upgrade your Super Hero dream team and collect comics to unlock Marvel characters and new

superpowers.

THE ORIGINAL MATCH 3 SUPER HERO GAME!
Match tiles to annihilate your opponents, harnessing Hulk’s superpower strength or Professor X’s mind control to manipulate the
game board! Match 3 gems in a row to power up, damage and bring even the most powerful Marvel Comics characters to their

knees. Will you be able to rank among the top champions?

PLAY MARVEL’S TOP HEROES AND VILLAINS
Recruit your favorite Super Hero characters from X-Men, Avengers, S.H.I.E.L.D., Guardians of the Galaxy and more to create

the ultimate Marvel dream team! Whether you play Spider-Man alongside his arch-nemesis Venom, or play Captain Marvel
alongside her Ms. Marvel successor, Kamala Khan, YOU assemble your very own epic team of Marvel Comics Super Heroes!

With over 185 Marvel characters available, MARVEL Puzzle Quest’s ever-growing list of Super Hero comics and movie
characters is updated regularly including Black Panther, Ant-Man, Daredevil, Hela, Thanos, and more!

A USA Today “10 Great Games” Pick!

4 out of 5 stars from Touch Arcade!

■ Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/MarvelPuzzleQuest
■ Subscribe on YouTube: www.youtube.com/MarvelPuzzleQuestGame

■ Follow us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/MarvelPuzzle
■ Follow us on Instagram: www.instagram.com/MarvelPuzzleQuest

INSTALL MPQ TO UNLEASH YOUR INNER SUPER HERO AND BECOME PART OF THE MARVEL
UNIVERSE!

App is available in English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Japanese, and Korean.
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Title: MARVEL Puzzle Quest
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, RPG
Developer:
Demiurge Studios
Publisher:
D3 Go!
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2013
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The R93 Update Is Here! (02/01/16):
R93 Arrives!

Are you ready to rock?!

What’s Hot…
- Versus action with Nova & Scarlet Witch!
- Venom PVE combat!

What’s Better…
- You are now able to claim multiple event rewards at once.
- Heroes who have an Area of Effect stun component will no longer stun a Hero that is downed as the result of the AoE.
- Alliance screen, Details tab: the "Played today" text no longer overlaps the "Pending" text.
- The right-most Post-Event Vault no longer fails to indicate when the player has tokens available in other vaults.
- Teisatsu now properly activates "Turn to Smoke" when downed by an Attack tile.
- Fixed a bug where Vision's "Density: Heavy" power was increasing the damage of Team-Up Powers when in the center
position.
- Miles Morales no longer uses the “Surprise” power if the opponent is invisible.
- Enemy heroes now use Single-Target powers with AoE components when the last member of the Player’s team is invisible.
- Stunning a hero no longer sends them to the back of the team.
- PVP events: multiple opponents are no longer skipped when pressing the "Skip" button quickly.
- Fixed PC bug: The timer until a hero is automatically healed is no longer displayed after healing the hero.
- Ability updates for Quicksilver.
- Fixed a bug where character buffs were being incorrectly calculated. All buffs (Weekly, Event and New Hero) should be
working as intended now.. MPQ 176 is Live!:
Hi Everyone,

Here are the Release Notes for the R176 update!

R176!

  "狼人"

What's Changed:

 In rare cases, leveling characters would cause their match damage to be reduced by 1. This no longer occurs.

 Links to various Marvel Puzzle Quest social media channels have been added to the bottom of the Options menu

. R78 Is Here! (June 22, 2015):
R78...

Time: 1961 Place: Space

What's Happening:
Versus warfare with Carnage and Magneto!
Villainous Lightning Rounds abound!

What Got Better:
- Fixed a bug where an opponent’s Kamala Khan ability 'Bring Out the Best' and Professor X’s 'Psychic Convergence' were
activating despite no ability being cast.
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- Magneto (Marvel NOW!)’s 'Polarity Shift' no longer targets blue tiles.
- Captain Marvel's 'Energy Absorption' no longer triggers off ally damage.
- The game will now warn players if they attempt to use Vision’s 'Density: Heavy' or 'Density: Light' and those abilities do not
have valid tiles for a Cooldown tile to be placed.
- Fixed incorrect recovery times from a downed state for Elektra, Iron Man (Hulkbuster), Kingpin, Professor X, Star-Lord and
Iron Fist.
- Mystique no longer attempts to 'Shapeshift' when there are no purple tiles on the board.
- Mystique no longer stuns an opponent while attempting to 'Shapeshift' when there are no purple tiles on the board.
- Black Widow (Grey Suit)’s 'Sniper Rifle' now destroys the correct amount of tiles at level 3.
- She-Hulk’s 'Settlement' (level 4) no longer steals both enemy tiles if there are only 2 enemy special tiles on the board. She-
Hulk now only grabs one special enemy tile.
- Vision’s ability 'Attack Protocol' and Doctor Octopus’ ability 'Armed and Dangerous' now available for Team-Ups.. MPQ 172
is Live!:
Hi Everyone,

Here are the Release notes for the R172 update!

MPQ 172!

 Get ready for Captain Marvel events and new characters to land in Marvel Puzzle Quest!

What's Changed:

 Fixed a small visual artifact with the Okoye Deep Cover costume

 Cover stores you have tokens to will no longer be ordered at the start of the Recruit Heroes screen

. R98 Is Here! (Apr. 11, 2016):
R98!

  Revenge – the great motivator.

What’s New…
- Duck Season is underway. Don’t miss out on grabbing Howard the Duck!
- Versus action fires up in Season XXVI!

What’s Changed…
-Fixed an issue where abilities that steal AP were not stealing Yellow AP.
- When a new game patch is available players are now taken directly to the appropriate platform store when selecting the
“Update” dialog.
- Fixed a rare progression blocker in the first stages of the game.. R103 Incoming! (June 20, 2016):
R103!

  A hero reimagined…

What’s New…
- Become a VIP & earn awesome rewards!
- Versus action with Black Panther!

What’s Changed…
- Fixed a few missing sound effects when selecting some comics & buttons.
- Locked, friendly Trap tiles now display Locked descriptions instead of Trap descriptions.
- Character affiliations can now be seen when viewing character biographies of un-recruited characters.
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- Fixed a bug where Iron Man (XLVI)'s House Party Protocol drones would activate when any teammate took damage.
- Standardized the behavior of Locked & Fortified tiles across all abilities:
  All Powers can now target Locked & Fortified tiles.
  All Locked & Fortified tiles are counted for abilities that count how many tiles of a specific color are on the game board.. The
R73 Update Has Arrived! (Mar. 25, 2015):
R73 is here!

R73 Patch Notes:

This month we explore the chaotic qualities of speed, crime and brute force.

UI, Tweaks & Bug Fixes
- Fixed a bug where the mission points tally screen was displaying an incorrect amount of points.
- Fixed a bug where players weren't returned to the Chapter Selection screen after completing certain missions.
- In-game announcements can now contain links to external websites.

Team-Ups
- Team-Ups scale up to a player’s average level when receiving a Team-Up from a player.
- Team-Ups received from PVE Events no longer scale above the character’s max level.
- Fixed a bug where the “On Patrol” timer was overwriting the "Injured" timer on the Character Select screen.

Characters
- While Star-Lord is stunned, his ability Oldest Trick in the Book will not increase the AP for enemy abilities.
- Doctor Octopus’s ability Armed and Dangerous now correctly does additional tile damage.
- Ms. Marvel’s ability Photonic Blasts now correctly does additional tile damage.. Just Released: R134!:
Build notes for MPQ 134!
"His teleport is worse than his bite!"
Countdown tiles that return to their base number instead of being destroyed are now Repeater Tiles and have special rules.
Various bug fixes and character balance changes.
For full update notes (English) visit d3go.com.
Thank you for playing!

. R113 Time! (Nov. 07, 2016):
MPQ R113! (11/07/2016)

When an agent takes more than an active role…

What’s New:
- Versus action with Doctor Strange!

What’s Changed:
- Optimized game to save on memory and improve load times.
- Players always have the maximum possible characters available when entering Team Select screen.
- The “Join” Alliance button now disappears once you have joined an Alliance.
- When characters have health in the 100's of thousands, the number will no longer be partially hidden.
- Fixed a rare bug where the Heal button would reappear when switching between characters.
- Fixed various rare bugs during the early stages of the game.
- Fixed a rare crash bug that happened when 2 players played against the same player in Versus battles.
- Fixed a rare bug where players were not able to advance to the character select screen when selecting a mission.
- Black Widow (Original)'s Espionage will now play a power banner when making a Purple tile match (when there is another
character on the team that has a Purple Passive power).
- Ghost Rider's Penance Stare now works correctly against The Hulk (Bruce Banner) when The Hulk activates the power, The
Other Guy.
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- Red Hulk's Seeing Red Countdown tile now has the correct description.
- Wolverine (X-Force)'s Recovery Countdown tile now has the correct description & sound effect.
- Ultron's Gravitational Force now has the correct description.
- Deadpool (It's Me, Deadpool!)'s Life of the Party now correctly activates when an ally takes the appropriate amount of
damage.
- Deadpool (It's Me, Deadpool!)'s WHALES! WHALES! WHALES! secondary function, when you spend Deadpool Points to
drop every whale on the team, now works correctly.
- The Thing (Classic)'s Rock Solid now correctly activates when an ally takes the appropriate amount of damage.
- Quake (Daisy Johnson)'s Coordinated Tactics now only reduces team damage.
- Powers that target single opponents will no longer affect invisible characters.
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